Mounting description – Infusion rack - Item 41987

When assembling, ensure absolute stability against tilting of the chair.
The anti-tipping devices on the wheelchair must always be pivoted downwards.
Maximum extension height 195 cm (door height).
Suitable for infusions and enteral nutritional solutions in plastic bottles or soft packs up to
max. 1000 ml. All packages must be protected against flapping.

The infusion rack consists of:
- the bottle holder, plastic black
- the height-adjustable and removable aluminium infusion rod
- the adjustable black plastic joint
- the bracket with the mounting element
First, mount the mounting element (1) on the push handle or the push bar of the wheelchair.
In the delivery state, the mounting element is mounted for push handles in the direction of travel
(as with any folding wheelchair).
Do the assembly with the Allen screws (A) on the bottom side of the mounting element.
Tight these Allen screws so that the holder can no longer rotate on the handle or bar.
If the chair is equipped with a transversal push bar, loosen the screw with nut (B), turn the plastic joint (2)
by 90 degrees and then reinstall and tighten the screw with nut (B) again.
If the infusion rack is to be mounted on a handle that is at a 45 degree angle to the direction of travel,
loosen the screw with the nut (B), turn the plastic joint (2) by 45 degrees and then reinstall and tighten the
screw with nut (B) again.
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Use the push button (D) in the row of holes to adjust the height and angle of the infusion rack.
With the compression clamp (E) located at the end of the row of holes, the infusion rod can be
adjusted in height as well. Always remember to fasten the compression clamp.
If the infusion rack is once not needed, it can be removed by pressing the push button (C).
For safety reasons, the black plastic joint (3) must then be folded 180 degrees.
Due to the construction design, there is a risk of squeezing for the fingers.

This instruction is part of every infusion rack and must therefore be forwarded to the user
or carer and should be stored.

If you have any further question related to this item or mounting description, please contact our
customer service desk.

This mountings description is also available as download:
http://www.my-netti.com/downloads/manuals
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